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Key features: - Single user, easy to use, very easy to
setup - On-screen keyboard - Screen orientation -
SQL, CLAD, XML, CSV and HTML compatible

data - Integrated calendar - Microsoft Excel import -
Windows and Mac compatible - Cross platform

(Windows, Mac, Linux, Unix) - Works with iPhone,
iPad, Android etc Awards The Forte Group

announced that Forte CRM had won the Enterprise
CRM Excellence Award at the 2011 CRM Summit
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Awards, recognising the market-leading solution as a
best-of-breed solution in the enterprise market. Forte
CRM has been recognised as the CRM system of the

year at the first ever UK Event Director Awards.
Event Director, Richard Parry, comments, "We are a
group of ambitious and enthusiastic people who work

at the cutting edge of what is happening in event
management. CRM software plays a pivotal role in
our everyday working lives and the overwhelming

response to the CRM Awards reflects the continuing
importance of CRM to the UK's event industry."

Mobile On May 8, 2010, Forte CRM announced a
developer program for mobile CRM. Its basic

version is free of charge and offers a synchronization
interface for synchronization with native software on

the web. The version provides an access to to
database, records, calendars, notes, emails and files.
The application is available for Microsoft Windows,
Apple and Android mobile devices and compatible

with iPhone, iPad, iPod, BlackBerry, Windows
Mobile and Android Mobile. The application is using
the same database that is found on the server version,
allowing for seamless interaction with existing data.
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Forte CRM is available for Windows, Apple and
Android mobile devices and it is compatible with
iPhone, iPad, iPod, BlackBerry, Windows Mobile
and Android Mobile. It is free and fully supported

for up to 2 users (1 on the client mobile device and 1
on the client PC). After the 2 users are reached,

additional fee applies based on the number of users.
The basic version allows synchronization of data
across devices and between devices (client and

server) but it does not enable editing, creating and
modifying data on the device. Operating systems

Forte CRM works on Windows, Android, Apple and
Linux. The basic version is free of charge and

includes the following features: The network client is
a Java application which runs in a Web browser. It
can be installed on any number of devices and any

browser.
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Fort� CRM is a full featured CRM that is designed
to manage your entire customer relationship, from
initial customer enquiry through to relationship
management. No other CRM is as complete and
feature rich. Users can manage their time. Log in to
time tracker with ease, import new records and get
more information about their work and work
conditions. Users can easily get the information they
need to manage their work more effectively, through
full integration with Outlook email, business
management and CRM (Customer Relationship
Management) applications. You can manage and
track your company's activities and your employees'
activities through the company's contacts and tasks.
Users can keep track of the activities carried out
during the day to ensure that they are working on the
most important activities. Users can generate detailed
reports about the work carried out by each of the
employees. This enables you to keep an eye on who
is working the hardest, the smartest, who is working
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the most, and who is absent without notice. Users can
easily create, store and manage documents through
the integrated document engine. The document
engine allows users to store and reuse documents and
edit them in MS Word and MS Powerpoint. Users
can easily search for information using different
search criteria. Information is displayed in the search
results in different ways, based on the search criteria
used. Users can keep a record of all correspondence,
phone calls and messages with customers and
suppliers. The database system also allows users to
manage customer and supplier relationship records.
April 17th, 2012 I'm going to be helping out at GIT
for a couple of days. Thought it might be of interest
to you all that the PIA Club is running a workshop on
Saturday. I'll be giving some training to the PIA Club
and it would be great to have some people from the
club present to hear about it. This is a very brief
outline of what's on offer: On Saturday the PIA Club
will be running a workshop for people interested in
becoming a Personal Injector. At around 9.00 there
will be an introduction to PIA's (and of course the
workshop) and then a demonstration of a few of the
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safety and fun things you can do with PIA. Following
this we will run through the procedure of getting PIA
certified. The course is designed to take about 2
hours. If you would like to join in, I'll be there from
9.00 on Saturday morning. If you want to know more
you can ask me at the P

What's New In?

Not rated yet Fort� CRM (Customer Relationship
Managment) is designed to help you manage and
improve your sales process, sales team management,
ongoing customer service, marketing and
information management. Forte CRM is designed for
any organisation, and is ideal for organisations with
geographically distributed offices and/or mobile
staff. Forte CRM is not just another'me too' CRM
solution. The Forte CRM application is a CRM tool
that combines the benefits of browser-based
applications (e.g. shared databases, stateless
connections, centralised administration and updates,
access across the internet without requirement for
VPN, etc) with the familarity and usability of a
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'native' Windows application. Fortes CRM provide a
single interface to email, correspondence, client
database, reporting, workflow, scripting, time
tracking, word processing, backups and document
management. The open architecture provides
seamless extension, allowing infinite customisation
for your future needs. Entry level CRM suitable for
single user small office/home office. Contains
contacts, calendar, appointments, tasks, notes,
documents, engine, mail merging, reports, queries,
filters, email. Small office or home office with light
email and contact management requirements. Need
to record notes, email, phone calls, appointments,
tasks and do the occasional document, but don't
require many document templates. Single user with
no requirement to share data. Here are some key
features of "Forte CRM Solo": ￭ Contact and
customer management. Record all notes, documents,
phone calls, emails, tasks and appointments. ￭
Automate tasks. Use scripting to automate common
tasks. For example a script can be created so that any
document created from template 'agreement' will
generate a task reminder in two weeks to check that
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the agreement has been signed and received. ￭
Document generation. Use CLAD (Centralised Live
Automated Document) to generate documents from
templates. CLAD� goes beyond simple mail merge
by making possible the generation of tables, charts
and graphs from live data directly into the document.
￭ Tasks and appointments. The task and
appointments system enables your calendar to be
shared with selected users so that PAs can manage
your diary, and others can organise meetings that
don't conflict with your schedule. ￭ Fast and
powerful searching. The searching enables
documents, emails and notes to be searched for key
words. The results are presented in a ranking order
with a brief summary of the item. ￭ Email control.
Emails are matched to existing contacts as they arrive
in your inbox. You can then file the email against the
contact for permanent storage in the central database.
The built in Email client can work on it's own or
integrated with Outlook. ￭ Centralised customer
record. The networked version of Fort� stores
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System Requirements:

CPU: Core i5 2.1 GHz or faster GPU: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 380 or better
RAM: 8 GB HDD: 2 GB UPDATE: 1.1, 1.12, and
1.2 are now available. === 1.1 === - Added Mission
Control. - Fixed some issues with texture loading. -
Added some new tools. - Moved various files around.
- Fixed a typo in the user manual.
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